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I INTRODUCTION 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a comprehensive strategy and process of 

acquiring, retaining and partnering with selective customers to create superior value for the company 

and the customer (Parvatiyar & Sheth, 2001). It is about the development and maintenance of long-term 

mutually beneficial relationships with strategically significant customers (Buttle, 2000). It is also 

defined as a management approach that enables organizations to identify, attract and increase retention 

of profitable customers by managing relationships with them (Hobby, 1999). 

According to Payne (2006) organizations generally view CRM from a limited perspective and it is 

of main importance to get deeper knowledge in CRM as a business tool instead of just as Information 

Technology (IT) Software. Due to the global competition and the following trends: seeing the customer 

as a business asset rather than a commercial audience, using specified information to achieve 

competitive advantage, high level of technology use in term of managing and increasing the value of 

information, the development of one-to-one marketing approaches because of the shift from 

transactional marketing to relationship marketing, organizations started to become aware of the 

management approach of CRM (Payne, 2006). 

This study focuses on CRM in the automotive industry which mainly involves the 

manufacturing of commercial vehicles such as automobiles, buses, motorboats, trucks, construction 

equipment, agricultural machinery etc. The automotive industry plays a significant role as it 

contributes to the employment rate by providing jobs for millions of people and continuous 

development of countries economies by generating high amounts of revenue. Wells and Rawlinson 

(1994) suggest that there are three main reasons why the automotive industry is significant to modern 

industrialized economies; economic, organizational and environmental. The economical aspect is 

related to the industry’s contribution to employment and trading between countries. The organizational 

aspect constitutes the fundamental changes in the organizational structure of companies in the industry 

both internally (team working and network structures) and externally through development of 

international strategic alliances. The environmental aspect enables the manufacturing of environmental 

friendly products. According to Ludvigsen (1996), due to the nature of the automotive industry, a 

customer-oriented approach needs to be deployed in order to offer value to customers based on their 

preferences. The implementation of CRM provides the companies with the necessary data to increase 
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the interaction between the company and the customers. Thus, it facilitates the manufacturing of 

customized products and increases customer retention. 

The current economical recession has influenced all the manufacturing industries and 

particularly the automotive industry. In January 2009, the European passenger car market was 27% 

lower than a year before. The producers of commercial vehicles were hit even harder with orders for 

heavy duty vehicles falling from 38.000 in January 2008 to 600 in November 2008, which is two thirds 

of the daily production capacity of an average heavy duty vehicle (Commission of the European 

Communities, 2009). With the huge decrease in sales and turnover, companies realized that acquisition 

of new customers requires more investment rather than focusing on their current customers. In order to 

recover from the impact of the economic crisis, they figured out the importance of customer retention 

firstly by collecting customer information and then carrying out the whole process of information 

gathering systematically and in a more structured way corresponding to the nature of CRM. Here, 

CRM is in the role of the middle man between the company and the customer, which allows the 

company to identify the customer needs and to offer better service on time based on the existing 

customer information recorded in the built system. Therefore, investigation of how CRM is managed 

and the benefits of CRM brought to the automotive industry are subject to this study. 

This thesis focuses on CRM and the study that it presents is divided into two stages. In the first 

stage, the notion of CRM is explained and its implementation in an organization is described based on a 

conceptual framework which expresses the theoretical stages of the deployment. Since CRM is cross 

functional and affects the organization every variable shown in the conceptual framework is 

coordinated with each other in a sequence. Here the process starts with the development of CRM 

business strategy which gives shape to the organizational structure of the company. The organizational 

structure is built in a way that embraces coordination between different departments and encourages 

employee commitment towards the process. The process of implementation involves both the strategy 

development and generation of a database that leads to value creation. Further, the decision on the 

choice of an appropriate CRM technology has an impact on the overall process. Although technology is 

a necessity to build the system it should be integrated alongside with the mentioned variables. 

The second stage of the research entails the alignment of the theoretical part with the empirical 

cases of companies in different sectors from the automotive industry, chosen through research 

sampling. In this phase each case is analyzed depending on the outcomes of CRM deployment. The 
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authors conducted interviews and observation in order to achieve a richer insight of the use, and 

possible problems with the implementation and benefits of the CRM processes. 

1.1 Research Questions 

Based upon the prior reasoning the thesis answers the following research questions: 

• What are the stages of the implementation of CRM? 

• What are the identified obstacles that might lead to problems during CRM deployment? 

• How can CRM as a business tool be efficiently adopted in companies of the automotive industry? 

The whole thesis can be viewed as a jigsaw constructed with support of the chosen research 

questions and based on the research questions and the literature review we drew the conceptual 

framework. The findings and analysis were presented in the same route guided by the first and the 

second research questions. The last question aims to give recommendation on the efficient deployment 

and usage of CRM based on the developed model of CRM implementation. 

1.2 Purpose of the Research 

The study aims to investigate how to implement Customer Relationship Management in the 

companies of the automotive industry and through the analysis of the CRM practices of these 

companies, to introduce how similar companies can achieve efficient usage of CRM as a business 

tool. 

1.3 Disposition of the Thesis 

After the background of the topic, the purpose of the research, and the research questions 

presented in this chapter, we will describe what CRM is and emphasize more on the theories 

regarding the implementation of CRM and illustrate these in the stages of conceptual framework of 

CRM implementation in the second chapter. 

In the third chapter, the construction of the theoretical framework will be explained in terms 

of the data gathering methods and which methodological approach that will be used. Here, the 

methods used to collect the empirical data will also be described by explaining what type of data will 
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be gathered and how. Additionally, the research process for each of the case companies is described 

thoroughly. 

The fourth chapter will look into the empirical data that was collected and divided into three 

separate descriptive cases as Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH, Company X, and Volvo Truck 

Corporation. In each case, findings will be presented in accordance to the previously defined stages 

of CRM implementation. 

In the fifth chapter, the presented empirical data will be analyzed based on the built CRM 

implementation framework. After the analysis of each case, in order to demonstrate the differences 

and the similarities of the respective companies a comparative analysis will be held. 

The last chapter will aim to answer the research questions, and respectively give the 

conclusions of the thesis. We will conclude the thesis by giving the reader our insights on what has 

been conducted through the thesis. A developed model of CRM implementation will also be 

presented by giving recommendations on the fully usage of CRM. 
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II THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In the twentieth century due to the competitive nature of markets, development of technology, 

and globalization companies realized that strategies based only on product leadership would not bring 

any competitive advantage to survive. Thus, they shifted their strategies towards value generating 

processes which aimed at creating the best value for customers by offering services in addition to their 

core products. Unlike core products, these service offerings could not be imitated because of their 

customized nature and customer’s participation in the production phase. Therefore, gaining knowledge 

about customer’s expectations, preferences, and behaviours made it easier to customize service 

offerings (Payne, 2006). 

In the 1980’s when the focus of marketers started to shift from customer acquisition to 

customer retention the concept of relationship marketing, with its emphasize on building long-term 

relationships with the customer, became more and more popular. Relationship marketing involves 

achieving a deeper understanding of customer needs and seeks to increase value and customer 

retention. Gummesson (1994) states that: ‘‘Relationship marketing is an approach which views 

marketing as relationships, networks and interactions’’. Looking for different ways to achieve 

competitive advantage forced companies towards a customer oriented perspective. The process of 

establishing a relationship embraces creating a continuous dialogue with customers and exploiting the 

information and insights obtained at every customer contact. Herein, CRM foundation is based on 

relationship marketing as it stands for a tailored approach to an organization’s dealings with end 

customers which emphasize on customer retention and extending the life time value of customers in the 

aim of keeping the targeted customers over a long period of time. 

A study confirms that a service firm loses about 20 percent of its customers annually, and 

companies which can decrease their customer defection rates by 5 percent can increase their profits 

from 25 to 85 percent (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990). Thus, the importance of managing one to one 

relationships with customers, keeping track of each customer encounter, and recalling past encounters 

with the customer by the help of CRM processes is increasing day by day. So CRM can be regarded as 

the practical aspect of developing relationship marketing. According to Payne (2006), CRM provides 

enhanced opportunities to use data and information both to understand customers and implement 

relationship marketing strategies better. And this requires a cross-functional integration of people, 
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operations, processes, and marketing capabilities that are enabled through information, technology and 

applications. 

2.1 CRM Definitions 

It is quite difficult to define CRM notion as it influences all the constituent departments of an 

organization. After realizing the importance of maintaining and increasing customer satisfaction CRM 

technologies started to develop. Various authors have attempted to give a proper definition of Customer 

Relationship Management even though we find that each of them has defined CRM from a different 

standpoint. Zablah et al. (2004) identifies CRM as a process that spans the entire organization and 

focuses on the creation and leveraging of relationships with external marketplace entities, especially 

customers. Here the definitions from various academicians and authors have been categorized in three 

main groups depending on three main approaches of CRM - CRM as a philosophy, CRM as a strategy, 

and CRM as a tool. 

- CRM as a philosophy is related to a customer-oriented organizational culture which involves deep 

understanding of what relationship means and all implications regarding the creation of a relationship 

(Pedron & Saccol, 2009). So besides the computer-based applications, implementing a CRM 

philosophy requires restructuring internal management towards building long-term relationships with 

all stakeholders; 

- Parvatiyar and Sheth (2001) state that a CRM strategy concerns the business processes generated 

from CRM systems in order to acquire and retain existing customers. The management of customer 

relationship within an organization involves the combination of both technology and people 

participating in the process. Here the goal of CRM is to achieve high life-time value to the firm 

independently on the IT technology applied to support this strategy; 

- CRM as a tool is viewed as an information system consisting of data mining tools, call centre 

technologies, and sales force automation which help firms to identify existing and prospective 

customers, sustain market segmentation through provision of cross-channel communication (Peppers & 

Rogers, 1997). 

Therefore, CRM implementation firstly needs perceiving and building CRM philosophy 

embedded throughout the organization. Then, building a customer-centric strategy to support the 

implementation process will be the next stage. Here the integration of all customer databases coming 
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from different departments will help develop a powerful database which can be utilised as an analytical 

tool from the company. 

2.2 Benefits and Problems with CRM 

CRM processes can basically bring significant benefits from three aspects in terms of 

management, employees, and the customer.  By providing huge amount of customer information to all 

departments within an organization, CRM can deliver cost reduction benefits to management such as: 

cost of sales, retaining and serving customers, marketing costs, and acquiring new customers (Chen & 

Chen, 2004). Stone et al. (2004) support this by stating that acquiring the wrong customer and keeping 

them is dangerous, thus companies should focus on reducing costs to serve and concentrating on 

profitable customers. By possessing good knowledge of the customers’ behaviour, preferences and 

credibility CRM allows the company to target the right customer and respectively to plan cost efficient 

marketing campaigns. Because CRM strategies allow the management to monitor, measure, and track 

every customer interaction, it can determine the precise results of those interactions and therefore 

calculate the return on every marketing, sales, and service effort (Oracle White Paper, 2006). 

From employees’ point of view, the availability of good tools of CRM brings the following 

benefits; decrease in workload, productivity, employee satisfaction, and empowerment of employees 

especially for employees who are eager to deliver better value to customers (Payne, 2006; Tourniare, 

2003). This supports the value creation for both employees and the organization. 

CRM as a business tool provides the necessary information to target the right customer and as 

a result it increases customer satisfaction and loyalty. According to Tourniare (2003), having highly 

satisfied customers will bring business advantages to companies to cultivate loyal customers. Also 

Stone et al. (2004) express that a poor customer experience is step on the path to defection and poor 

word of mouth, while a good one is likely to lead to retained business, recommendations and greater 

loyalty. Therefore, companies that build loyalty create a big advantage over those who still only look at 

rational customer satisfaction and in this way these companies increase their customer service quality. 

With essential customer information companies are able to serve customers better through development 

of customized products and deliver them to the right customer at the right time. To sum up, achieving 

financial benefits, delivering better service quality to the customer, increase in employee satisfaction 

and performance are the benefits brought to companies by CRM. 
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CRM implementations do not only result in successful outcomes but also with high rates 

failures. Kotorov (2003) states that failure rate of CRM projects was estimated to between 55 and 75 

percent in 2001. Zablah et al. (2004) support this statement by pointing out CRM failure rates from 35 

to 75 percent and attaching importance to implementation issues of CRM. 

In order to question this considerable rate of CRM failures, various problems that lead to 

CRM failures have been researched. Organizational change which constitutes changing the strategy of 

the organization toward a customer-centric focus and accepting the benefits of CRM throughout the 

organization is one of the most important problems faced by companies during CRM implementation 

(Newell, 2003). Because CRM implementation requires a holistic business strategy making all 

departments and the system integrated, the organizational structure can be an obstacle to implement it. 

In terms of sharing information across all departments, internal communication about the objectives of 

CRM and employees’ resistance to new systems, adoption of CRM cannot actualize in all departments 

at the same time (Calmeta, 2006; Goodhue et al., 2002; Peppers & Rogers, 2004).  These factors make 

it harder to embed CRM commitments into corporate culture. In this sense, management’s role and 

leadership are evidential of the issue. Newell (2003) states that some managers lack a basic 

understanding of what CRM is while Payne (2006) points out that some leaders should act as a 

champion for CRM activities to communicate the CRM vision throughout the organization assuring 

employees’ commitment. Another management problem put forth by Ryals and Knox (2001) is 

managers’ short term view of return on CRM investment. 

Stone et al. (2004) agree with this idea by remarking that managers often set financial 

objectives quarterly or annually although CRM implementation generally takes a long time to pay back. 

It is clear that management must see the business benefits of CRM rather than its costs and expect 

outputs of CRM in long term. At the same time it must pay attention to changing attitudes of 

employees through training and communication of CRM business benefits in order to provide a full 

integrated process. 

Lack of skills in using the CRM systems is also considered as a reason for CRM failure. 

Through training of use of CRM tools, this barrier can be prevented. Besides lack of skills, belief that 

CRM is only an IT system blocks delivering value to customers and understanding them. Thus, 

organization cannot know what it wants to achieve by seeing IT as a panacea (Stone et al., 2004). 

Moreover, poor data quality causes problems during CRM implementation of companies who are at 
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early stages while data quantity causes problems related to data cleansing and duplicating for the 

companies who are at advance stages. 

Consequently the major problems that lead to CRM failures can be solved through effective 

management, organization’s positive attitude towards the processes and commitment of employees. 

 

Table 1: Benefits and Problems with CRM 

 

Benefits of CRM Problems with CRM 

Cost reduction in marketing 
and sales 

Lack of Skills in Using CRM 

Systems 

Increased customer retention 
and loyalty 

Lack of CRM Project Team 

Increase in employee 
efficiency and satisfaction 

Employee’s Resistance to 
CRM System 

Increased revenue Lack of Internal 
Communication Across 
Departments 

Customer oriented product 
development 
 

Belief that CRM is only an IT 
system 

 

Source: Created by the authors based on the literature review 

2.3 Types of CRM 

A CRM system requires a companys’ various departments to work more closely together and 

the system influences the way people interact with each other. Depending on the different 

organizational levels affected by CRM, analyst firms have classified CRM in three types: operational 

CRM, analytical CRM, and collaborative CRM. 

Godson (2009) describes operational CRM as a system which should be functionally 

integrated in order to have a full picture of a customers’ history. Also Greenberg (2001) supported this 

function of operational CRM by saying that it enables the integration of financial and human resources 

and with this integration, end-to-end functionality from lead management to order tracking can be 
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implemented. Operational CRM covers areas like sales automation, marketing automation and 

customer service automation  (Newell, 2003). 

Analytical CRM refers to the organizational level interpreting and analyzing the gathered 

customer data. This embraces targeting customers, customer segmentation, and planning of activities 

from the top of the organization. Analytical CRM aims to increase profit and business value through 

optimization of customer interactions. This is made possible by the integration of analytical CRM and 

operational CRM solutions (Payne, 2006). 

Collaborative CRM is the communication channel that supports the share of information 

between the different departments within the organization such as sales, marketing, technical support. 

Greenberg (2001) describes collaborative CRM as the interaction point between the customer and the 

organization itself. 

The possession of reliable customer data depends on the communication channels, the 

information flow, and the frequency of contacts between the company and customer. On the other way 

a well maintained database will facilitate the planning of marketing activities by resulting in higher 

customer satisfaction and increase in sales. 

2.4 Implementation of CRM 

Many scholars have built different frameworks of the implementation of CRM even though 

these models differ from each other depending on the nature of the sector. After revising several 

theories of CRM implementation, we built our own model by combining four main concepts: CRM 

business strategy, organizational structure, business process, and technology.  The model was based 

on the authors’ interpretation and adopted according to the nature of the automotive industry. 

2.4.1 Business Strategy 

CRM involves the development of a business strategy aligned with customer focus as 

mentioned by many authors. Temporal and Trott (2001) state that a CRM strategy should contain 

subjects which are formed of creating an organ to identify, reward and keep the best customer; 

developing the value of current database and acquiring potential customers; making a company 

attractive to do business from customer’s perspective. According to consulting firm Gartner 

Incorporation, “A CRM strategy is not an implementation plan or road map. A real CRM strategy takes 
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the direction and financial objectives of the business strategy and sets out how the enterprise is going to 

build customer loyalty. The objectives of a CRM strategy are to target, acquire, develop and retain 

valuable customers to achieve corporate goals” (Newell, 2003). Also Peelen (2005) clarifies that 

business strategy of a CRM project influences objectives of all departments within the organization and 

provide insight to each department or employee that has customer touch point. It is the responsibility of 

the top management, to define the set of business strategies that will lead to long-term success and 

encourage employees to achieve the desired CRM benefits. A successful CRM strategy requires a 

supportive organizational infrastructure, a customer-centric culture and formalized business processes 

(Lassar et al., 2008). The CRM strategy should support the overall business strategy of the 

organization. The process of business strategy formulation involves identifying company’s vision and 

future objectives. 

A company’s vision should reflect the shared values and ambitions which are held within an 

organization (Peelen, 2005). It is a statement which distinguishes the organization from its competitors 

and acts as a tool for coordinating activity within an organization. On the other hand, CRM vision is a 

powerful means of creating shared values and emphasizes on customer focus (Payne, 2006). Tourniare 

(2003) indicates that CRM vision is not focused only on information technology but a general picture of 

how business will be conducted after successful placement of the CRM system. In order to achieve 

customer oriented benefits, CRM should be embedded in the vision of the organization and this vision 

should be communicated by strong leaders throughout the entire organization in a top-down way. It is 

important that the vision will not only be accepted throughout out the organization but also it needs to 

be carefully linked to the CRM project. 

While identifying the vision, main objectives regarding CRM shall be targeted. It is the 

availability of a unique and shared customer and machine database that will lead to specific and 

achievable CRM objectives in companies of the automotive industry. Objectives are the specific 

measurable actions that support business strategies and can be adjusted according to respective 

departments within the organization. While financial objectives can include aspects such as reducing 

operating costs and increasing revenues, sales and marketing objectives can include aspects such as 

increasing sales and marketing efficiency, increase average customer purchases, increase number of 

products per purchase, increasing customer loyalty, retention and life time value (Newell, 2003). 
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2.4.2 Organizational Structure 

The implementation process of CRM requires a change in organizational structure which is 

concerned with strategic organizational change and employee engagement. The organizational structure 

of the company should consist of business units that promote cross-functional cooperation. There are 

three main constituents within the organizational structure: CRM Project Team, employees, and 

information flow. 

It is important possessing a leading team which drives the whole CRM process within the 

company. In this case, the presence of the CRM Project Team being actively involved in the project and 

ensuring the required top-down commitment is essential. Tourniaire (2003) states that depending on the 

type of project, its complexity and its length, the various roles required on the team are: the executive 

sponsor, the project manager, the business owners, the IT-owner, the technical staff and the super-

users. The executive sponsor is the executive who defines the vision for the project and has to 

communicate the vision throughout the company. Besides creating the vision, he has to motivate the 

owners of the business functions targeted by the project to participate in it and to support it. The project 

manager is responsible of creating the project plan and driving it through project completion. He should 

keep the defined team members motivated and committed to work. The business owners are the line 

managers who are directly involved with CRM tool and also take decisions on expected super-users. 

They provide input and feedback during the project as business decisions need to be made. The IT-

owner makes sure that the tool is appropriately maintained and enhanced. The super-users designate 

requirements and functional specifications for the project. They are in charge of testing training and 

documentation for the tool. The technical staffers are responsible for installing and customizing the 

CRM system, and they include programmers, system administrators, network managers and security 

specialists. 

People with social skills are crucial in relationship-oriented organizations. By maintaining 

contact with customers every now and then, service-oriented companies will achieve competitive 

advantage on competitors. So employees are the bridge connecting an organization with its customers. 

Peelen (2005) expresses that all these employees are capable of communicating with customers on 

product information, invoices, purchases, complaints, etc., and must be able to gain a proper feel for the 

relationship. The success of CRM implementation is to have high committed employees towards the 

change process of the organization (Meyer et al., 1998). As CRM deployment demands changes of 
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existing business practices with new procedures and technologies, leadership and training of employees 

can facilitate employees’ commitment to change (Beer et al., 1990). There are a number of 

organizational factors which affect employee commitment to the CRM change. Ryals and Knox (2001) 

advice that organizations need to develop a customer-oriented culture which is strengthened by the 

presence of a corresponding organizational structure to tackle employees’ commitment. 

It is due to the nature of CRM that during the implementation process the presence of a leader 

is essential. The CRM leader should promote group learning and orientate employees to become more 

involved in the process. Through the clarification of CRM vision leadership facilitates the adaption of 

employees in order to embrace and get committed to the usage of CRM (Shum et al., 2008). Reinartz et 

al. (2004) suggest that successful CRM practice requires a strong organizational focus on employees, 

which is embedded in the collective mindset of the firm and manifested in incentives that acknowledge 

and reward the contribution of employees to customer value delivery and enhanced firm performance. 

Thus, besides motivating employees towards CRM process acquiring the necessary operational skills 

will lead the process to a further stage. Regarding this Ruekert (1992) states that training programs 

hand employees both the necessary skills for customer knowledge and opportunities for personal 

development. Furthermore training helps employees to acquire a holistic view of their roles in the 

organization, and thus enabling them to take a customer focused approach (George, 1990). Besides that 

CRM training should ensure fully awareness of CRM opportunities and possible deployment problems. 

One of the distinguishing characteristics of a CRM system is to possess a unique and shared 

database where all customer data is transferred from each business department’s database into the data 

warehouse of the organization. The availability of this common database is assured by the flow of 

information from front office to the back office and vice versa. Thereby information flow is maintained 

by the cross-functionality between all departments. Ford and Randolph (1992) defines cross-

functionality as the practice where people, business processes, and information from different 

functional areas are brought together to accomplish a task. It also removes the barriers which prevent 

the information flow between departments and in this manner cross-functionality fosters employees’ 

commitment during the change initiative (May & Kettelhut, 1996). Roy et al., (1998) have found that 

communicating project information ensures all stakeholders understand the vision, the progress, and 

likely consequences of the aimed change. Sun (2008) supported this idea by stating that with 
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information flow across organization, different functions within the organization can effectively use 

customer information and knowledge to carry on different levels of decision-making. 

2.4.3 Business Processes 

The business processes of CRM refer to the phases of commercial activity planning against 

potential customer with respect to a specific customer with whom the company wants to engage in 

various marketing actions. Herein, it is important that a company should be able to identify and target 

individual customers based on the quantity of customer and machine database for the scope and 

features of the marketing activities. Besides the quantity of the data, the quality of the data affects the 

results of these activities while measuring them against the plan. In the business processes of 

companies in the automotive sector, there are three important steps: recording customer and machine 

data; using data for marketing activities; and follow-up marketing activities. 

The initial step of constructing a customer and machine database includes identifying the 

number of actual or potential customers and machines in the respective country market, identifying 

how to gather data and identifying the customer pyramid. Each costumer record should contain data 

such as: customer’s name, address, and telephone number; customer needs and characteristics like 

demographic and psychographic information; past transactions of customers; campaign 

communications; potential future values of customers (Stone et al., 2005). In addition to customer data, 

due to the nature of automotive industry machine data are also tracked down. Each machine record 

should include: machine serial number; type of manufacture; application; machine hours; and service 

meter reading (SMR). CRM implementation must be encouraged internally to ensure that all the 

functional personnel use and regularly update customer information (Lassar et al., 2008). Here it is 

important to validate the quality of the gathered data, so an ongoing cleansing in the CRM system 

through daily reports, should be done. 

After converting the customer and machine information into a unique database, companies 

can make use of the database through data mining tools in order to plan marketing activities. In this 

phase customers with specific needs are targeted/segmented and proposed special marketing offers like 

workshop activities, shows, and invitation to fairs. These marketing offers are distributed via direct 

mail, telemarketing, customer visits, and internet. The CRM Project Team is responsible of managing 

the delivery and communications of these marketing activities. 
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The next step is to measure the performance of the organized marketing activities. The market 

analyst will measure the achieved outcome of the marketing activities with the previously defined 

objectives (Stone et al., 2005). Following up the marketing activities will help to measure the business 

profitability linked to customers, turnover by customer/machine, service and parts market share. 

2.4.4 Technology 

CRM technology provides a full view of all customers and enables the micromanagement of 

customer relationships by developing one-to-one marketing strategies (Godson, 2009). Technology 

affects the implementation of CRM both internally and externally. As Payne and Frow (2004) suggest 

internally technology enables relevant information to be readily available throughout the organization, 

in such a way that employees are well equipped with in-depth information about the customer when 

they need it. Externally, technology allows organizations to integrate the multiple touch points they 

have with their customers so that the message or experience is delivered in the most consistent way. 

Customer information is gathered from all customer touch points in the company and then these data is 

stored in a central database where it can be accessed by different CRM users within the organization 

(Godson, 2009). In this sense technology as a tool through the coordination and the information flow 

between the different departments puts forward a uniform picture of all customers. While providing 

easiness to the employees to reduce workload, it allows employees to offer additional and customized 

products and services to the customers by the help of data warehouse and database. Moreover, 

technology facilitates or makes customer contact possible between employees from different 

departments via the Internet, telephone and the ‘face-to-face’ channel (Peelen, 2005). 

One of the important tools of CRM implementation is the possession of suitable IT Software. 

IT software provides system administration for the machines used by the CRM system, database 

administration for the underlying database, or network coordination required by the implementation. If 

IT software is not involved early on or at all in the CRM implementation, it will be difficult to get 

cooperation and the long-term future of the tool will be threatened (Tourniaire, 2003). After 

implementing the proper CRM Software, the obtained data can be used to create value for both the 

customer and the company. 
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2.5 Conceptual Framework of CRM Implementation 

Based upon the presented theories, we have conducted a framework of CRM implementation 

which is based on a cyclic model having four stages which start from business strategy and end up with 

technology. Each concept of the conceptual framework was based on literature review of theories and 

adapted by the authors to the nature of the automotive industry, consequently bringing altogether 

customer and machine database management. 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of CRM Implementation 

 

                                  

 

               

Source: Created by the authors based on the literature review 
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A collection of academic literature from the fields of CRM was made to present an overview 

of CRM and variables of the conceptual framework which constitute stages of CRM implementation. 

The relationships between the stages and towards CRM implementation were researched through the 

use of various secondary data which were gathered from written documents or objects created by 

others that concern of the research interest as Leedy (1997) states. Text books, internet sources and 

electronic articles in databases including ABI/Inform, Science Direct and Emerald were used to 

collect data. Key terms related to the subject of the study such as CRM, implementation of CRM, and 

CRM process were used to help in verifying spellings and titles for the theoretical chapter of the 

thesis. 
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III RESEARCH DESIGN  

The research is conducted in two levels: CRM implementation and CRM practices of 

companies from automotive industry. The first level focuses on the literature review of Customer 

Relationship Management and its implementation. The next level involves the description of CRM 

cases related to the chosen companies facing obstacles and achieving successful practices. Here the 

target companies are from the construction equipment sector and transport sector of automotive 

industry. The selection of the companies was done depending on the industry choice, geographical 

location and the companies’ leading positions in the respective sectors. Each company was described as 

a single case study and then they were compared in order to come out with efficient CRM 

implementation. Here our objective is not only to give a thorough description of each single case but 

also to bring forward comprehensive analysis. 

3.1 Methodological Approach 

This thesis is based on a case study approach in order to give a better insight of CRM 

phenomenon and analyze CRM practices through descriptive accounts. The case study method tends to 

focus on holistic description and explanation; and, as a general statement, any phenomenon can be 

studied by case study methods (Yin, 2003). This approach was chosen as it involves the collection of 

very extensive data to produce the understanding of the entity being studied and allows the researcher 

to accomplish an in-depth examination of the particular situation (Burns, 2000; Brewerton & Millward, 

2001). As case study uses multiple data-gathering methods such as documentary, observation, and 

interviews it provides more reliable and valid view of the issue. The use of multiple and different 

sources that can corroborate evidence found from each of the different sources makes the findings of a 

case study much more convincing which refers to triangulation (Loveridge, 1990). Burns (2000) 

suggest that triangulation contributes to verification and validation of qualitative analysis by: 

• Checking out the consistency of findings generated by different data-collection methods 

• Checking out the consistency of different data sources within the same method 

In this thesis, each case company is described and analyzed within the context of the 

conceptual framework. Moreover, the empirical data and analysis are presented based on the 

expressions of the people involved in CRM process. Even though case study methodology is followed 
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throughout all chosen companies, some obstacles including time and access of data have limited the 

possibility to achieve data from more respondents and sources. 

3.1.1 Data Gathering  

According to Merriam (1998), there are various techniques of collecting primary and 

secondary data and the study should be in the aim of mixing an appropriate amount of both primary and 

secondary data gathered from different research methods. 

The data is gathered from a primary source in cases when the researcher has direct contact 

with the source of evidence. Generally primary source data is gathered through interviews and 

observation. Whereas, secondary source data is information that is already published or is available 

indirectly such as the companies’ public websites (Remenyi et al., 1998). 

During the stage of empirical data collection several factors affected the scope and the quality 

of the research-internal, external validity, and reliability. The following factors limited the empirical 

data collection stage: language barriers between the interviewer and respondent while conducting the 

interviews; lack of face-to-face non verbal cues during phone interviews; request from the respondent 

to keep the company’s data confidential; employing the role of observer as participant; and the short 

time to write the thesis. 

In order to give a complete understanding of CRM implementation by supporting it with 

primary and secondary data, this thesis includes use of multiple data collection methods which are 

documentary research, interview and observation. Each case started with documentary research then 

continued with email, telephone or face-to-face interview depending on the accessibility of the 

respondents. Some of the cases enabled us to make observation in their organizations. The research 

methods used are explained in detail below. 

3.1.1.1 Interview 

In this study interviews were chosen as one of the main research methods to gather primary 

data since interviews are flexible to be used at any phase of the research process and to be combined 

with other data collection methods (Brewerton & Millward, 2001). Besides that, it is one of the most 

efficient ways to ensure collaboration with the companies that are eager to help and take part in the 

research. Even though some of them prefer to be anonymous and limit the scope of the information 
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they provide. Respondents were selected through both purposeful and snowball sampling to maintain a 

strong collaboration and achieve reliable data during the writing phase of the thesis. The companies 

from the automotive industry chosen as target groups for interviews are the following: Zeppelin 

Baumaschinen Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (GmbH) operating in the construction equipment 

sector, Volvo Trucks Corporation (VTC) from the transportation sector and Company X which wanted 

to be an anonymous in the study. 

Three types of interviews including telephone, email, and face-to-face were used during the 

evidence collection stage. The reason for choosing telephone interview as research method is that it is 

easy to have access to people who would never allocate time for face-to-face interviews (Fisher, 2007). 

Another reason is that it is convenient to reach sample populations that are geographically dispersed 

(Berg, 2004). At this point, it was beneficial to use telephone interview since the selected cases are 

from different countries although it lacks face-to-face non verbal cues to pace the interview. However, 

for some cases, since the respondents did not have enough time to make a telephone interview, only 

email interviews were conducted. Here the answers were received much faster but not in detail than 

conducting it by a telephone or face-to-face interview. The reason of choosing face-to-face interviews 

is that this method provides full and accurate information through a structured conversation between 

respondent and interviewer. During the face-to-face interview CRM implementation issues were 

explored both from the point of view of the sales men who took part in the organizational structure of 

CRM implementation and the CRM responsibles of the corresponding companies. Although 

conducting face-to-face interviews were expensive and time consuming, it provided much more 

efficient tools of collecting information such as pictures and other visual materials 

(www.informat.org/researchmethods). 

All the telephone and face-to-face interview questions were sent via email before the actual 

interview in order to give the respondent time to think over the questions. A recorder was used during 

the interviews as an evidence to make the research much more reliable and provide flashback insights 

to the interviewer for analyzing the data. However, recording the interviews can make the respondents 

feel uncomfortable and change their attitudes. It is also time consuming to transcribe the recordings. 

The theme and the short timing of the interview were explained at the beginning of the telephone 

interviews. 

While conducting interviews (email, phone, and face-to-face interviews) we were asked to 

keep the provided data and respondents’ identities anonymous. Besides that respondents were proposed 
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to read the corresponding case stories before publishing the thesis. Confidentiality is an active attempt 

to remove from the research records of any elements that might indicate the subjects’ identities (Berg, 

2004). It involves a clear understanding between researcher and participant concerning the use to be 

made of the data provided (Burns, 2000). Anonymity means that the subjects/respondents will remain 

nameless (Berg, 2004). Hence, for the sake of mutual agreement between both parts and privacy 

protection codes are used to represent individuals and company names. 

Interviews with a lower degree structure were held by asking the respondent both a mixture of 

unstructured and pre-coded interview questions. According to Brewerton and Millward (2001), semi-

structured interviews combine both quantifiable responding and open-ended questions bringing 

opportunity to come up with in depth information. Fisher (2007) also states that this type of interview 

does not limit the respondents’ answers by allowing them to explain their responses with an open 

approach and consequently providing further related information to the subject. The questions asked in 

the interviews can be found in the appendix 1. 

With respect to the interview questions, we have developed a strategy to approach the target 

respondents by making the interviews at three levels: first via email and then by telephone and finally 

face-to-face depending on the availability and willingness of the respondents. The email questions were 

focused on getting a general picture of CRM usage in the respective company. This was done by asking 

short and simple questions which helped us to build the base for the further stage of the research. On 

the other hand, the content of the telephone interview was concentrated on more accurate and open-

ended questions about the implementation of CRM while face-to-face interviews supported these better 

with visual materials. 
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Table 2: Advantages and Disadvantages of Interview Types 

Type of Interview  Advantages Disadvantages 

E-mail Interview Fast responses, having the 
data ready to be coded and 
offering the subject privacy 
while responding 

The respondent may type 
slow and give short 
answers or skip 
questions. 

Telephone Interview Easy access to respondents 
in geographically diverse 
locations 

Lack of nonverbal cues to 
pace the interview 

Face-to-face Interview Efficient means for 
gathering data through a 
direct contact 

Expensive and time 
consuming 

 
Source: Created by the authors based on the literature review 
 

For the case of Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH, the interaction started with the contact centre 

from the company website on 24th of March, 2009. Then, after reaching the CRM Manager Matthias 

Kübler we conducted a semi-structured and a short email interview with him on 1st of April. Two days 

after the email interview, a telephone interview lasting 45 minutes was conducted and this time the 

questions were more open-ended. 

For the Company X, just like the previous case the first contact was made through filling the 

company’s inquiry form from its website on 24th of March, 2009 by using purposeful sampling which 

is a strategy to identify the people who may have the answers to the questions to be asked (Fisher, 

2007). Two days after an email interview with a responsible of CRM was carried out. In the following 

week after an email agreement the same respondent was interviewed by telephone on 1st of April. The 

telephone interview lasted 20 minutes and it was conducted in an informal manner. Consequently after 

building trust, we benefited from snowball sampling by asking the interviewee to nominate people from 

other departments whom he knew and who would be also good respondents to the CRM process. 

Therefore, a salesman in the workshop of company X was selected as a respondent to face-to-face 

interview regarding organizational structure of the CRM implementation. The sales man was 

interviewed and several questions related to the process of CRM were asked in order to analyze his 

attitude towards the system. 
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Another case that was analyzed during the research is the Volvo Trucks Corporation. The 

company was reached through an email to its information centre on 2th of April, 2009. After reaching 

the CRM Manager, Leandro Mello via email it was agreed on making a face-to-face interview. On 28th 

of April, we achieved the face-to-face interview in which the company’s experience with CRM 

implementation was described. The interview was conducted in the respondent’s office located in 

headquarter of VTC in Gothenburg and the interview lasted 2 hours. 

3.1.1.2 Observation 

In order to acquire a complementary view of the CRM business processes in addition to the 

mentioned research methods this study is also adopting observation which enables an understanding of 

both the context and process of behaviour. Observation as evidence collecting method is particularly 

useful in business and management when used in conjunction with other research methods to obtain a 

comprehensive view of an organization as part of a case study (Remenyi et al., 1998). 

Silverman (1999) affirms that observed evidence is clearly stronger than hearsay evidence. 

This is supported by Lumley and Benjamin (1994) when they say that by visiting the case study site the 

researcher has the opportunity to observe directly the surroundings as well as relevant interaction and 

behavioural and environmental conditions. 

There is a variety of roles that the researcher may employ, depending on the degree of 

involvement of the researcher in the research site. Remenyi et al., (1998) mention four groups of 

observers: complete participant, participant as observer-researcher, observer as participant, complete 

observer. Observer as participant will usually conduct one-visit interviews with respondents. After 

conducting phone interview with the respondent of company X we were offered to visit their company 

and observe how the CRM system operates in the site. As Fisher (2007) suggests that a check list might 

help the researcher into noting the things they might be looking for, a check list was prepared in 

advance. The check list is attached in the appendix 2. 

Also Brewerton and Millward (2001) recognize that the observer as participant observation 

situation pertains more to concern about validity and reliability, insofar as there is scope for many 

alternative operations (Brewerton & Millward, 2001). In this point we admit that taking on this role 

aroused potential problems with validity due to the limited nature of the contact established with those 

in the research setting. 
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After conducting email and telephone interviews with the CRM responsible of Company X, 

we were invited to observe the functionality of CRM in their workshop. A participant observation was 

arranged after a mutual agreement between the parts. On the 28th of April the workshop was visited by 

the investigators and almost two hours were spent in the role of observer as participant. 

3.1.2 An Overview of the Gathered Data  

During data gathering stage of the thesis, we used various methods for each of the case 

companies presented below. In the following figure the data collection methods for each of case are 

illustrated as documents, e-mail, telephone, and face-to-face interviews. 

 

Figure 2: Data Collection Methods Conducted in the Case Companies 
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   Baumaschinen GmbH 

 

 

 

   The Company X 

 

 

 

    

The Volvo  
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Source: Created by the authors 

 
 
 

● Documents (annual report, 
company website) 
● E-mail and   telephone 
interviews 

● Documents (annual report, 
company website) 
●E-mail and telephone 
interviews  
● Observation 

● Documents (annual report, 
company website) 
●E-mail and face-to-face 
interviews  
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3.2 Research Quality 

According to Remenyi et al. (1998), the essence of a case study is that it tries to illuminate a 

decision, or a set of decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented, and with what 

outcome. Whichever view it is taken, it is the aim of the case study to provide a rich, multi-dimensional 

picture of the situation being studied. Thus, it is essential to measure how the theories fulfil the 

empirical findings and verifying the validity of the research. Gummesson (1991) refers to validity as 

representing a ‘good fit’ between theory and reality. The reliability and validity of the study are 

assessed with the help of four means: construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and 

reliability. 

Construct validity involves identifying ideas, concepts, relationships and issues which are to 

be studied; demonstrate the selected measures to be used in the research. Triangulation, establishment 

of evidence chain and reviewing the case study draft by key informants will strengthen construct 

validity (Remenyi et al., 1998). Based on the various data collection methods used in the thesis, main 

concepts were identified by means of the nature of CRM implementation. Besides that, the usage of 

multiple sources such as observation, interviews, and documents contributes to construct validity of the 

thesis. Internal validity is defined by Rosenthal and Rosnow (1991) as the degree of validity of 

statements about whether x causes y. Here it is necessary to examine the alternative explanations of the 

phenomenon. Depending on the purpose of the thesis the factors which cause business benefits of 

efficient CRM usage were identified by presenting a cause and effect diagram. 

Whilst external validity pinpoints the applicability of the researcher’s findings to a wider 

group beyond the research environment and also the importance of how the described phenomenon ties 

to a broader case, making clear the specific organizational processes regarding the generalizations that 

will be made (Remenyi et al., 1998). Since companies mainly from the transportation and construction 

equipment sector were analyzed, it is hard to generalize the conclusion to companies in other sectors 

from the automotive industry. Remenyi et al., (1998) argue that reliability describes whether the 

evidence and the generalizations are relevant to other situations besides the original environment or 

environments in which the research was conducted. In order to measure the compatibility between the 

cases, a comparative analysis was done. The reliability of the findings might be limited since the 

respondents may not reflect the reality. Consequently the conclusions may not be fully applied to 

companies in similar situations although authors tried to minimize the risk by using triangulation. 
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IV EMPIRICAL DATA AND ANALYSIS 

In this chapter the empirical data gathered through the chosen research methods are presented 

for the companies which are respectively Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH, Company X and VTC. 

4.1 Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH Case 

Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH is a direct subsidiary of Zeppelin GmbH and also the dealer of 

Caterpillar Incorporation (CAT) construction equipment in Germany since 1954 

(www.tandberg.com, 2009). It has 1550 employees with 38 branches throughout Germany and sales 

of € 1,006 million in 2007 (www.zeppelin.com, 2009). 

The company’s CRM vision is to see how many opportunities they will get in the future and 

how the market will develop, consequently to build a better business vision. With the CRM vision the 

organization will be able to order the machines earlier and they can offer customers better delivery 

time. However, they haven’t defined yet CRM objectives. A real CRM strategy guides the financial 

objectives of the business strategy and while defining measurable actions, it supports successful 

deployment of CRM. The business strategy should embed not only CRM vision but also CRM 

objectives. In the case of Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH, the company has built only its CRM vision. 

On the contrary, we notice that the company has not established any financial objective related to 

CRM. In this sense, it is possible to say that its business strategy is not fully organized. 

On the organizational structure stage of CRM implementation people involved in the CRM 

project are Matthias Kübler in the role of Project Manager, one representative from the IT 

department, and two external consultants. They are responsible of the whole project and are working 

full-time on CRM. Besides that, sales and after sales departments, service departments, and almost 

everyone (1500 people) are working on CRM in a certain way. When recording customer and 

machine data the company’s target is that the person who gets the information first will be the first to 

enter the data in the system. Thus, if the salesman gets the information that there is a new machine at 

a certain customer or there is a new customer, he will enter the new data immediately. Here, the fact 

that the first person who contacts the customers enters the data into the system reflects the nature of 

the company’s business generating value for the customer. 
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Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH has a system consisting of A, B, and C class customers 

depending on the number and the age of the machines owned by the customer. The salesmen have to 

visit class A customers every three months, class B customers twice a year, and class C customers 

once a year. The salesmen have to write down their contact visits so the CRM Project Team can 

check how many times a customer was visited. Besides that, a salesman can visit potential customers 

and other types of customers. The company is surveying mainly A, B and C class customers. 

In order to motivate the employees towards the CRM process, the company has developed 

several incentives such as incentives for sold machines and incentives for the salesmen to write down 

more customer contacts. Generally they are flexible on the incentives which vary on respect to time 

and the specific business targets. Since the employees are the touch point between the company and 

the customers, establishing a service-oriented approach is essential. Reinartz et al. (2004) state that 

successful CRM practice requires a strong organizational focus on employees, which should be 

rewarded based on the contribution to customer value delivery and strengthened firm performance. 

This is manifested by the incentives given to motivate the employees within Zeppelin Baumaschinen 

GmbH’s organization. 

The main problem faced in the organizational level of CRM implementation was to convince 

the employees to work with the new system. At the beginning stage, it was difficult to show people 

the advantages of the new system which enabled both working with the system even when they were 

offline and replicating the data whenever they want. In order to show these advantages, the CRM 

Project Team created a project called Key Users. Mainly salesmen participated in the project as most 

of the problems were within this group. The training process of the departments including sales and 

service departments lasted two months. Employees are encouraged by the behaviours of the CRM 

project team which checks the effectiveness of the employees through measurement of the won deals. 

Moreover, the CRM manager is more committed towards training and orientation of the employees 

involved in the process. Through training, the sales and after salesmen get used to the new system 

and learn how to benefit from it. This is well illustrated by the company’s sales and service trainings 

provided to the sales and after salesmen. Thus it can be concluded that training and motivation of 

employees are interlinked and go hand in hand. 

Regarding the stage of business processes in CRM implementation, customer data entered in 

the system are: customer name, working area, the number of employees, type of customer, customer 
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credibility, contact person, and references. Machine data consists of serial number, model name, 

model description, year of construction, and manufacturer. The Pictures of the CRM system 

concerning the entrance of customer and machine data can be found in the appendix 3. Additionally 

the salesmen can record delivery date of the machine, costumer location/ owner, operation hours, and 

configuration of the machine. Everyone who gets contact to the customer and sees if he has a new 

machine or he has sold a machine can enter the data directly in the system. This person may be a 

sales person, technician or whoever talks with the customer. Consequently everyone has the 

possibility to track down customer and machine data. Data related to machines is updated by tracking 

the machines so when the customer wants to buy a new machine they can look it up if the customer 

has already sold the old machine. In this way they can find out if the customer sold the machine 

inside European Union territory or if it is vanished from the machine population. In this way, the 

CRM system provides a full picture of the customer’s history including customer enquiries, orders, 

shipment, and invoicing as stated by Godson (2009). Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH has already 

built a customer and machine database which is updated through the continuous customer visits and 

tracking of machines. 

When planning marketing campaigns the following machine and customer attributes are taken 

into consideration: type of machine, size of machine, customer hobby, special interests of customer, 

and working area of customer. Depending on the customer’s interests, customers are targeted for 

several events. Marketing campaigns are published in the company’s newspaper which is mailed 

every three months to the customer’s contact address. Two departments are responsible of launching 

new marketing campaigns: Strategic Marketing and Operating Marketing. Strategic Marketing works 

more on specific customer incentives. Operating Marketing offers special financial plans for 

machines, publishes these offers and follows- up the marketing campaigns. The organization makes 

also use of the machine population to calculate the potential growth of the business and to offer new 

machines to the customers. The machine population is potentially identified by the number of 

machines and the machine age at a certain area. Herein taking advantage of the database by selecting 

the proper customer will help the planning of marketing activities. This is seen by the way the 

company uses its customers and machine attributes such as customer hobbies and interests, type of 

machine to identify the customers for the specific marketing events. 

There is a tool to measure if the special contact from the potential customer comes because of 

the certain marketing activity. First the Operating Marketing enters the marketing activity in the 
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system. Then they inform the salesmen about the marketing activity and if there is any contact from 

the customer due to this activity the salesmen should record it. And so forth the Operating Marketing 

can follow-up the impact of the marketing activity. Thereby, cross-functional cooperation is enabled 

between the different departments. Also the company’s objective to have a unique database where 

customer and data are shared across the organization is another indicator of the information flow. 

Furthermore the customer and machine database are used for management purposes like 

calculating the market participation rate that is the amount of the potential business done in the 

market, closure rate and opportunity database to measure the success of their business. There is no 

working tool to measure the financial benefits of the marketing campaigns albeit they think that in the 

future they will be able to measure the impact of the marketing campaigns regarding CRM. However, 

since there is no tool to measure the impact of CRM on the marketing campaigns in terms of the 

financial performance, the company is not able to evaluate the business profitability linked to the 

customer and machine database. 

The company has just started using CRM even though the project is running out a longer time. 

Their old system was an old database from different sources and each department possessed its own 

database. In some cases the data quality of the previous database of some departments was better than 

others. There are two arguments for this: firstly the salesman wrote down the customer and machine 

data and then after salesman and administration entered the data in the system; secondly for one 

customer there were different accounts and every department had its own account. Because every 

department had its own account, they could not see if the same data was already in the legacy system, 

thus it was possible to find the same contact person three times in the system. 

In point of technological aspect Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH chose M3 CRM software 

from Lawson and the decision was mainly cost driven while implementing CRM. Choosing M3 CRM 

software was more an IT decision and the software was chosen after evaluating two competing CRM 

vendors SAP and M3 CRM. The implementation of CRM system was required by their supplier 

Caterpillar who wanted to have data concerning lost deals and also it was necessary to build a unique 

customer and machine database. M3 CRM consists of current and potential customer’s databases, lost 

sales systems, and contact system. Selecting the right technology provides both the integration among 

different departments and between the departments and customers in order to approach to the 

customers in the best way. Peelen (2005) said that the choice of the software while providing easiness 
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to the employees, allows customized products by the help of data warehouses. In this sense, choosing 

a suitable IT software facilitates CRM deployment and this is demonstrated by the shift of the 

company from the old system to M3 CRM software. 

4.2 Company X Case 

Company X is one of the leading firms in the automotive industry with approximately 300 

employees and turnover of over € 100,000 million in 2008. Its business segments are formed of 

industry, mining, paving, general construction, and customer service. The company offers 100 types 

of machines in the mentioned segments. Its dealers are diffused in four countries and it has 14 

workshops in its home country (Company’s website). We have been to one of these workshops and 

conducted an observation there by benefiting from the company’s real life context. 

The visited workshop was one of the biggest workshops of the company X where two 

salesmen, one after salesman, one sales manager, one after sales manager, technical specialists, 

regional technicians, workshop employees, and field technicians were employed. The company is not 

manufacturing and all the machines are imported from other countries. Thus, their business activities 

mainly focus on parts sales and services of machines. Besides that, used machines of customers 

regardless of the manufacturer are bought and are repaired after that by the technicians in the 

workshop to be sold again as second hand machines. The office of one of the sales man was observed 

more specifically the way how he entered the customer and machine data in the system. Here the 

layout and the functionality of their CRM software named Super Office were examined. 

When it comes to the stage of business strategy in CRM implementation, company X has not 

created its own CRM vision however they have defined CRM objectives. The company has set soft 

goals and objectives regarding CRM such as possessing 100% correct data and therefore benefiting in 

the future from these high qualified data for marketing activities in spite of the fact that it has at the 

moment 85% updated data in the system. Therewith, the process of benefiting from CRM will be 

incrementally actualized and will be driven by the defined objectives. However, the lack of CRM 

vision as a complementary factor which facilitates the implementation process emerges in the 

company. 

People working full time with the CRM process are: the market analyst, the IT director, the 

sales manager and business controller. Previously, CRM was barely used by the organization mainly 
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because there was less commitment from the top management and lack of knowledge about the usage 

of CRM system. The employees’ negative attitude was overcome by the commitment of the project 

team who encouraged the involvement of the salesmen and all other departments. 

The management adapted a Sales Funnel Management tool which basically stands for 

analyzing a qualified lead such as a possible sale to a specific customer regarding a specific type of 

machine. Then the lead is recorded as an ongoing affair and once it is quoted (quote means the offer 

depending on the price and specification of the machines), the status of the deal is defined and it is 

followed-up lately until it is categorized as lost, won or cancelled deal. Hence historically the number 

of the won deals can be calculated. This tool brings benefits in two dimensions for both the 

management and the sales force. According to SFM, the company defines quotes reflecting the 

salesmen’s selling ability and depending on the quotes they predict the won deals per each salesman. 

The company expects salesman to make customer visit at least once a month. Here the more customer 

visits salesman performs, the more commission opportunities he can achieve. From management’s 

perspective, the outcomes are the increase in salesman participation, number of won deals, and 

respectively increase in turnover. In contrast to the concept of SFM, the salesmen in the visited 

workshop do not use the database to schedule their customer visits except for the key customers. 

They generally contact current customers by phone and the salesman in the workshop admitted he 

was not proactive in dealing with prospective customers. Here it can be said that there exists a 

disagreement between management’s interest and the salesmen’s behaviour as they prefer to contact 

customers via telephone rather than visiting. 

Moreover, the CRM responsible interviewed stated that the company gave technical training 

of the CRM system to the employees in order to make them acquainted with the software. However, 

the salesman interviewed expressed that he had not received any system training and orientation 

regarding CRM. In our point of view educating the employees in the aim of making them conscious 

about CRM concept can shorten the organizational change process. Therefore, consideration should 

be given to training which is the cornerstone of motivating employees. Although there was a common 

database which was accessible to everyone in the company, we noticed that in the workshop there 

was lack of coordination between the sales and after sales departments and this can be seen as another 

factor that slows down the progress of CRM deployment. 
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The company has built its shared database which includes both prospective and current 

customers and their machine data in order to carry out its business processes during CRM 

implementation. The salesmen record manually customer information such as contact name address, 

telephone, contact person, customer credibility, Value Added Tax (VAT) number, working area, 

organizational number (defined by governmental institutions and published on an official website), 

and customer number. Regarding the machine data type of machine, serial number, working hours, 

production year, and producer information are entered into the system by the salesmen. Data such as 

customers’ VAT-numbers and names, machine fleet per customer, and other information are 

transferred from ERP into Super Office software and the two systems are integrated. During the 

interview, the salesman showed one of the customers who was recorded in the system for nine days 

as a prospective and after that he changed his status from prospective customer to dead customer. 

The salesmen and the gatekeepers (after sales manager and credit controller) are collaborating 

to update the data. In order to update the customer database whenever the salesman acquires new 

information from his colleagues regarding the customers, he checks the database and updates the 

customer information in the system. Gatekeepers complete and verify the information entered by the 

salesman and add it to the database. Here the gatekeepers’ role is to verify the information entered by 

the salesmen. On the other side the salesmen rely on the information provided by their colleagues 

while updating the customer data. It can be induced that the salesmen give priority to the word of 

mouth during the cleansing process of customers’ information. Accordingly word of mouth cannot be 

considered as a reliable way to update the data. In the meantime, the machine data is updated 

automatically with a specific form in Super Office. Unlike the updating process of customer data, 

machine data is not checked by the gatekeepers so the reliability of the data is not accurate. 

When planning marketing campaigns, the following machine attributes are used: type of 

machine, parts of machine, machine age, working hours of machine, and customer support 

agreements. The customer and machine achieved data obtained from the database is used to send 

print outs, organize fairs, road show, customer calls, and visits so they can track their activities 

towards the customers. If a customer has been included in two different projects (demo trips and 

fairs), that customer will be tagged in both projects. Before a new marketing campaign is launched by 

the marketing department, the campaign is communicated to the salesman. In this way, the salesman 

gets the possibility to measure the impact of the marketing campaign while contacting the customers. 

The salesmen benefit from the database mostly in order to organize their schedule for customer visits. 
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However, they use the database only to plan visits to the key customers. Also they generally contact 

current customers by phone and the salesman in the workshop admitted he was not proactive in 

dealing with prospective customers. 

The marketing department is responsible of launching marketing campaigns and preparing the 

list of targeted customers based on the report of the regional gatekeepers by using the Installed Base 

Management (IBM) tool. The IBM is a way of collecting information about the existing and prospect 

customers and thus using this gathered knowledge in order to better approach the market. Thereby 

knowing what and when to offer the customers, the company can organize marketing activities 

depending on the type of machine, year of model, machine working hours, financing or service 

agreement. As a result, they can target the right customer for each campaign without high costs and 

time consumption. In addition, CRM responsible stated that the targeted customer who was involved 

in marketing campaigns could be followed by the salesman through customer visits and they could 

not measure CRM’s impact on these campaigns. So it can be said that customers’ response towards 

CRM is measured to predict the increase in sales resulting from these marketing campaigns even 

though it is hard to predict if CRM has directly affected their effectiveness. 

SFM and IBM management tools are ways to sort data from the database and two types of 

outcomes including won deals, increase in sales through SFM, and planning of marketing campaigns 

through IBM are achieved. In sum, the relationship between ERP, Super Office, and the mentioned 

management tools used in company X is be presented below. 

Figure 3: Relationship of Super Office software-ERP-other Management Tools 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Created by the authors based on the empirical data of Company X 
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On the technology level of CRM implementation, company X chose Super Office as the CRM 

software after a thorough investigation about which system suited the company best. CRM 

responsible stated that Super Office focused on a customer card and consequently all business 

activities were built around the customer. However, it is seen as a complicated tool to use by the 

salesman in the workshop in spite of advantages that Super Office brings to the company. According 

to him, the CRM software consists of several steps to enter the required data and the process of 

tracking down customer and machine data takes more than one hour. Also the salesman stated that 

the existence of four additional enterprise systems necessitated entering each data four times 

manually. Therefore, while the management considered the software as the best decision that suited 

the company and reduced the workload of the salesmen, the respondent salesman was dissatisfied 

with the software’s time-consuming nature. We think that there are some hidden conflicts between 

the management and the employees in the workshop and the source of these conflicts is the 

dissidence between the parties. 
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4.3 Volvo Trucks Corporation Case 

Volvo Trucks Corporation is one of the six business areas of the Volvo group which employs 

approximately 20000 employees. Its products are sold and serviced in more than 140 countries 

through 2300 dealerships and workshops and so being the second-largest heavy-duty truck brand in 

the world (www.volvo.com, 2009). 

VTC’s responsibility related to CRM is to take care of CRM at both multi-company level (the 

International Division which comprises of multi-company importers and private dealers) and regional 

level (Regional Areas which have direct contacts with regional dealers). The company has created a 

CRM roadmap in order to better orientate regional dealers. The CRM road map is based on four 

platforms: Strategic Platform enclosing the CRM vision and the long term objectives, Organizational 

Platform enclosing the commercial crews-CRM responsible, Human Platform enclosing the 

competence platform-management commitment, and CRM Method enclosing the Customer 

Management tool-content-usage-working routines. The roadmap is recommended to the dealer level 

and the multi-company importer level and regarding this both dealers and importers are evaluated. 

While implementing and recommending CRM the company aims to support dealers, importers and 

subsidiaries and to align the organization, systems and competence with the objective to maximize 

profitability, customer loyalty, and customer satisfaction. 

The organization has defined five main stages to fully deploy CRM into its dealers. The five 

phases are: Customer Management (CM) roll out, CRM process definition, sales process integration, 

after market integration, and customer focused organization. Every region is classified depending on 

the countries’ current position regarding the predefined phases of CRM. The CRM Project was 

launched in the company in 2004 and is expected to end by 2015. Every dealer of VTC has its own 

database which is maintained in specific hubs so that this information cannot be shared between the 

dealers and corporation. The head quarter has partially access to some information though it is not 

allowed to share the database of one dealer with others. Therefore, it is possible to say that the 

company is supporting its dealers by taking into consideration the interest of both parties and 

minimizing the potential difficulties during their CRM processes. The company is just taking the 

advisor role in the process without demanding to share dealers’ database subsequently there is no 

enforcement from the head quarter and CRM deployment is optional. 
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VTC’s CRM vision is to reach customer-oriented companies through the integration of the 

different business functions like new vehicle sales, after market, and parts’ sales within 2015. In order 

to achieve the vision, the corporation has defined its CRM objective as to include all regions in 

Europe and International Division in the CRM Road Map. In addition the company’s mission is that 

the whole business areas should take their decisions based on customer value. The company’s 

business strategy is well defined and illustrated by its CRM vision which emphasizes on the process 

of integrating customer focus into the different business functions and on the other side, its CRM 

objective which aims to apply the CRM roadmap to the entire regions. As a result the company 

possesses a well structured business strategy stage during its CRM implementation providing insight 

not only for itself but also for its dealers. 

In terms of the organizational structure in its CRM deployment even though the European 

Division and the International Division function separately, the International Division collaborates 

with the CRM Manager Leandro Mello who works under the frame of the European Division. The 

CRM Manager is at the top of the CRM Project team which is composed of the CRM system 

developer, the customer information manager, one responsible from Business System, and two 

responsibles from IT department. The responsibility of the CRM Project team is to provide 

recommendations, training, and initiatives to dealers through the regional level. According to the 

CRM manager of the company, in order to establish a holistic and successful CRM practice, the 

company itself and all its dealers should follow a CRM roadmap created by the CRM Project team. 

Hence it is important to have a CRM Project team as the representative of top management to 

orientate the whole organization towards a successful CRM. In the case of VTC, the presence of a 

multifunctional team including people from various departments gives better insight of each 

department and facilitates the whole process. Complementarily, we consider the existence of 

someone competent taking care of the initiatives and setting up a right environment as the 

fundamentals to a successful CRM implementation. 

The encouragement of salesmen is carried out in two directions. Firstly specific daily quotes 

are defined to obtain accurate customer and vehicle data. Secondly, based on the performance of 

salesmen incentives and bonuses are offered to drive and improve the sales.  Here three kinds of 

motivation tools are used: dealership bonuses, salesmen, and after market representatives’ incentives, 

and variable salary programs. Apart from these, the salesmen and the after salesmen receive customer 

management training and also system training from one guide who explains all the processes and 
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shows how the system can help them. Furthermore, the reporting tool training about data analysis is 

firstly given to managers and then it is given to salesmen by the trained managers. Consequently all 

of them ensure better participation of the employees in the usage of CRM tool and awareness of the 

business benefits of CRM. In order to maintain the coordination between all the departments, internal 

work groups between the vehicle sales and after market departments are organized. Besides that the 

company emphasizes on CRM initiatives at dealer level and is pushing CRM responsible at regional 

level. On the internal level, it is seen that departments are encouraged to use CRM while on the dealer 

level, there is a strong enforcement towards CRM. 

While looking into the company’s stage of business processes we noticed that the company 

possesses a rich customer and vehicle database which encloses existing and prospective customers, 

vehicle data, lost and won sales data and potential service parts data. Customer data entered in the 

system are: contact names, customer address, phone number, email, industry segment, workshop, 

transport distance, share of business, fleet size, and purchase behaviour. Vehicle data entered in the 

system are: type of vehicle, vehicle weight, description and the number of the vehicles. The gathered 

data is exploited from different perspectives including the content of Customer Management (CM) 

software, the truck population, the number of active users, the number of activities per user and the 

opportunities per salesman which form Key Performance Indicators (KPI) of VTC. These KPIs aim 

to make full use of CRM database and to anticipate its business growth. 

When it comes to quality of the data, there exist two tools to update both customer and vehicle 

data. Primarily output from KPI maintains cleaned form of current and potential customers. For 

instance, the salesman predicts that one customer can buy ten tracks and afterwards the vehicles are 

quoted and followed-up by the help of the indicators. Just like the KPI, the share of business matrix 

developed by the CRM organization and recommended to all its dealerships controls the data quality 

through continuous customer visits. Whenever the salesman visits the customer, he inspects the 

number of the VTC trucks and at the same time he checks if there are trucks from other competitors 

and writes them down. In this sense, the company calculates and forecasts its share of the business by 

building a matrix which shows the relationship between the Volvo brand mix share and the 

aftermarket customer loyalty. Although the whole data updated by the mentioned tools are used to 

focus on the right customer, there is not concrete proof that the company is benefiting from the 

database to plan marketing campaigns. 
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The company uses the customer information from the database to reach the right customer but 

not to plan marketing activities. On the other hand the CRM Project Team recommends the regional 

offices to make use of the database. Correspondingly the dealers come into line with the 

recommendations and launch marketing campaigns based on customer information. Here a 

contradiction between the company’s recommendation to its dealers and its own practice comes into 

the picture. Also, the built customer and vehicle database is used to forecast the market share and the 

market penetration of VTC. The CRM manager stated that they cannot claim the impact of the 

customer and vehicle database on the results of the marketing campaigns. We think that the forecast 

of the market share and market penetration of the company can be counted as the benefits of the 

CRM database whereas influence of CRM cannot be inferred from the outcome of the marketing 

campaigns. 

On the stage of technology during its CRM implementation, Volvo Trucks Corporation has 

developed its own CRM software named Customer Management (CM). The software provides a 

database for customer and machine information by recording all customer activities from all areas of 

the business from sales to aftermarket and allows follow-up of customer complaints. Another 

advantage of the software is that the characteristic of recording lost and won sales helps the company 

to evaluate the overall performance of the sales force. CM is chosen as CRM software because it 

makes the information easily available to customer facing teams through its user-friendly features. It 

can be said that same information is used for invoicing, quotations, orders, activities and marketing 

campaigns by different departments within the organization. 

The main problems faced during the implementation of CRM were the view of CRM as an IT 

tool, organizational problem regarding the shift from CM to CRM which took a longer time than 

expected, and finally lack of top management’s commitment and leadership. On the other hand, key 

factors that brought success to CRM implementation were the commitment of management, 

employee orientation and the corporate perspective of CRM as a challenge. 

4.4 Comparative Analysis of the Cases 

Regarding the four concepts chosen to explain CRM implementation, each case was compared 

depending on these concepts. The table below illustrates the comparative analysis of the cases. 
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Table 3: Comparative Analysis of the Cases 
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Implementation 
Stages 

Zeppelin 
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CRM Project 
Team 

IT representative, 
CRM Manager, two 
consultants 

Market Analyst, IT 
Director, Sales 
Manager and Business 
Controller 

CRM System 
Developer, Customer 
Information Mangers, 
Business System and 
IT responsible 

Employees -Sales and service 
training 
-Incentives 

-Technical training  
-Usage of Sales Funnel 
Management 

-Customer 
management, system, 
reporting tool trainings 
- Incentives and 
bonuses 

 
Information 
Flow 

 
Cross-Functionality 

 
Lack of collaboration 
between departments 
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Recording and 
updating 
customer and 
machine data 

One unique database 
updated through 
customer visits and  
tracking machines 

Unique database 
updated by 
collaboration between 
salesmen and 
gatekeepers 

Unique database 
updated by KPI and 
share of business 
matrix 

Use data for 
marketing 
activities 

Planning of specific 
marketing events 

Usage of Installed 
Based Management 

It is not benefiting 
from the database to 
plan marketing 
activities 

 
Follow up 
activities 

 
Operating Marketing 
department and 
salesmen 

 
Salesmen 

 
Not followed 
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CRM Systems 

 
 
M3 CRM Software                   

 
 
Super Office Software 

 
 
CM Software 

Source: Created by the authors based on the analysis of each case 
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We noticed that VTC has well identified business strategy compared to the other companies. 

Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH has a clear CRM vision but lack of CRM objectives while the 

company X has defined CRM objectives but no CRM objectives. Thus, we can say that these two 

companies do not have fully organized business strategies regarding CRM. 

In terms of the encouragement of employees, company X is using one specific tool in order 

to measure the effectiveness. Here we can derive that company X is better at motivating its 

employees through usage of structured method named Sales Funnel Management. However, the 

training provided to the employees is only on the technical aspect so the other two companies are 

ahead. Both Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH and VTC have cross-functionality between departments 

to make the database easy to share within the organization. On the contrary, employees of company X 

are not good at information flow between departments and more specifically between after sales and 

salesmen although the company possesses a shared database. 

When it comes to business processes, VTC is using two tools to maintain high quality of data 

and in this way compared to the other companies it double checks the database. However, it is not 

making fully use of the database to plan marketing events and respectively no follow up is done. 

Here, company X is more advanced than others in planning and following up marketing activities 

since it is using Installed Base Management. 

Concerning the technology, all three companies are using different CRM softwares based on 

the software features and their demands thus we can say that they have well organized databases. All 

companies gave importance to technical features of their CRM softwares but company X did not take 

the user friendly features into consideration and thus, its employees found the CRM software 

complicated to use. 

Besides comparison of CRM implementation stages, common obstacle faced by all the 

companies is the employees’ resistance towards CRM. While company X has the following 

obstacles: dissidence between management’s interest and the employees’ behaviours and lack of 

coordination between sales and after sales departments, Volvo Trucks Corporation faces two main 

impediments which are the approach of CRM as a IT tool, and lack of top management commitment 

towards CRM. 
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V CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of the thesis is to investigate CRM implementation in companies from the 

automotive industry in Europe and while doing this, to identify the obstacles faced during the 

implementation of CRM in the case companies. Moreover, to give recommendation on how to 

efficiently use CRM as a business tool and a new CRM implementation model was designed with 

respect to cause and effect relationship resulting in its business benefits. 

5.1 Stages of CRM Implementation 

We think that CRM is a never-ending process and needs to be managed step by step, in 

manageable chunks in order to be successful. The descriptions of the stages of CRM implementation 

presented below are based on the previously built framework. 

• The first stage is to define a CRM vision and business objectives that company wants to 

achieve with CRM.  

• The next stage involves building the organizational structure which will support the whole 

project. Here, setting up a CRM project team requires participation and commitment of 

employees within the whole organization. In order to obtain a shared database, the 

communication and collaboration between departments should be driven.  

• The business process stage of CRM consists of recording and updating customer and machine 

data, using the collected data in planning marketing activities, and following-up the outcomes 

of the marketing activities.  

• The final stage includes the choice of right technology for CRM implementation. 

5.2 Identified Obstacles during CRM Deployment 

The identified obstacles faced during CRM implementation in the analyzed companies from 

the automotive industry are mainly: resistance of employees to use CRM, lack of commitment from 

top management, lack of collaboration between different departments, lack of CRM usage as a 

business tool, and the complexity of the chosen CRM software. 

 Since CRM process influences the whole organization, the positive attitude of management 

and employees is essential. Generally one of the main obstacles with CRM is the employee’s 
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resistance towards CRM usage and more specifically there are two sources of resistance: lack of 

enough knowledge about CRM, and the view of CRM as an IT tool. The lack of CRM knowledge can 

be overcome by provision of the orientation which aims to enlighten the importance and benefits of 

CRM and the presence of technical training which shows how to use the CRM software. On the other 

hand, CRM viewed as an IT tool can be prevented by giving both training and using incentives and 

bonuses, to motivate the employees and approach CRM from a business perspective. Another 

identified obstacle is the lack of commitment from top management which will negatively affect the 

overall progress of the CRM implementation. This can be avoided through a corporate perspective 

which considers CRM as a continuous challenge since CRM is a never-ending process and 

management should develop a CRM philosophy that will guide the organization during its life time. 

Also the creation of a CRM project team can increase the commitment of top management by 

involving people representing different departments such as IT, marketing, and sales departments. 

When it comes to the lack of collaboration between departments within the organization, separate and 

various databases appear. Therefore, the need for one unique and shared database requires both 

collaboration and coordination between departments. The solution to achieve this is the cross-

functionality which provides an accurate information flow between departments.  

Regarding the lack of CRM usage as a business tool, three reasons were observed in the 

mentioned companies: word of mouth used as a way to update the database, no usage of the customer 

and machine database to plan marketing activities, and the absence of a tool to measure the outcome 

of the marketing campaigns. In order to take advantage of the built database to launch marketing 

activities, possessing high quality data requires a continuous data cleansing process. Since the 

planning of the marketing activities relies on the quality of data, the update of data is conducted not 

only by calling the customers but also through customer visits. Henceforth, the mentioned issue of 

following-up marketing activities is prevented through the development of a tool which measures the 

effectiveness of the CRM linked to the results of the marketing campaigns. The final identified 

obstacle, which is the complexity of the CRM software, can be overcome by the appropriate decision 

of the companies to choose the right technology enabling integration between the departments and 

easiness for the end user. 
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5.3 Recommendations on the Efficient Usage of CRM 

After analyzing the CRM experience of the case companies, we developed our own model of 

CRM implementation in order to recommend companies in the automotive industry the best way how 

to deploy and take advantage of CRM from a business approach. However, we admit that it is hard to 

define a standard roadmap for all companies due to the different nature of each sector and what each 

company wants to achieve with CRM. 

Figure 4: Developed Model of CRM Implementation 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Created by the authors 
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Establishing a CRM vision will help the organization to get wholly committed towards CRM 

process so that the end users will work continuously to achieve the defined vision. As Payne (2006) 

states a CRM vision is a powerful means of creating shared values and the customer focus, the vision 

should be embedded into all practices, behaviours, and processes within the organization. To our 

point of view a possible CRM vision can be:  To become the market leader of the sector through the 

provision of a better service quality to the customers and increase of customer loyalty. The 

measurement of how well the defined vision is managed within the organization is essential because 

its absence may be the source of barriers related to organizational structure in the future. At the same 

time a CRM objective is important as it helps to achieve the defined CRM vision and implicitly the 

two components complement each other. According to Newell (1997), CRM objective must be 

reasonable, obtainable, and measurable. Each department in the organization must build its own 

CRM objective such as maintaining 100% updated database, reducing 10% operational costs, 

increasing 12% purchase per customer, and obtaining 85% customer retention.   

When it comes to the organization structure of CRM implementation, the necessity of a CRM 

project team, employees, and the information flow should be highlighted. A CRM project team 

should involve the following: a CRM project manager who is responsible of communicating the 

CRM vision throughout the organization and measuring the progress of the project, an IT department 

representative who is responsible of auditing the CRM system, a gatekeeper who updates the 

customer and machine data, a market analyst who selects the right customers for the specific 

marketing events, and sales and after sales managers who motivate the employees to approach the 

right customer. Employees are significant in building a customer-oriented strategy since they are the 

touch-point promoting customer satisfaction and bringing reduction of operational costs. Thus, all 

CRM end users should be aware of the importance of CRM from the beginning of the project. This 

can be obtained through employee orientation, training, and motivation tools including incentives and 

bonuses to encourage them to make more customer contacts. Besides that, we think that 

empowerment of employees should be carried out by the management, especially in cases where 

implementation problems occur. In this sense, employees’ engagement in decision-making process 

increases while contacting customer. An efficient CRM implementation requires the integration and 

collaboration of the whole organization from top to down, therefore a unique database that integrates 

all resources, functions, and processes can be obtained. In summary, CRM must take a cross-

functional approach involving many different departments, and operating divisions.  
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The business process of CRM implementation includes three steps covering: recording and 

updating data, using data for marketing activities, and following-up commercial activities. The first 

step focuses on the decision of what kind of information to record and how to maintain the quality of 

this information. Here, the objective of the company should be to gather all relevant customer and 

machine attributes into the database and while doing this to define the people who are going to record 

the data. We recommend that people such as salesmen, after salesmen, technicians, and credit 

controllers who contact the customer first should enter the data into the system. There are several 

ways of gathering customer and machine data for instance, through invoices, customer visits, and 

other information systems of the company. Also it is fundamental to have an ongoing data updating 

process and we think that the presence of full-time employees such as gatekeepers, working on data 

cleansing will facilitate the process. Relying on the updated database, specific customers are targeted 

for marketing events like road shows, fairs, etc. The previously built CRM implementation model 

was based only on following-up marketing activities but after analyzing the cases we realized that 

CRM can also be used to measure other commercial activities like opportunity management and after 

market activities. According to Greenberg (2001), opportunity management includes the specific 

opportunities the sales team is working on, the potential for the closing of these particular 

opportunities, the final results of the opportunities and the stages of the sales process the 

opportunities are in. In the respective analyzed companies, this was illustrated by the calculation of 

lost and won sales in order to calculate new machine sales. Thus, opportunity management should be 

seen as a tool which can measure the business benefits of CRM. In addition to opportunity 

management, after market activities should be followed-up by defining standards such as key 

performance indicators. These standards can measure the percentage of customer retention, and 

market penetration rate as observed in the analyzed companies. Another aspect of following-up 

commercial activities is to quantify the performance of the marketing campaigns more specifically 

quantify the increase in sales, turnover, and profitability per customer.  

CRM software should provide an integrated unique system to avoid managing several 

customer and machine databases and support the use of customer knowledge as a valuable source to 

improve profitability (Godson, 2009). Another technical feature of the software should be its 

flexibility in order to configure the company’s requirements. In terms of fitting the end user, we 

recommend that the software should be available in the users’ own language and it should be user 
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friendly since we noticed that a high proportion of the salesmen faced difficulties in using the 

software in one of the analyzed companies.  

Provided that the recommendations above are followed in a proper way, the companies in the 

automotive industry might be able to take advantage of the business benefits of CRM. The benefits of 

CRM can be summarized as cost saving, increased customer retention and profits, increased 

efficiency and satisfaction of the employees, and better business intelligence. The comparative 

analysis of the three cases gave us a better insight of CRM implementation of companies of 

automotive industry and based on this, we created our recommendations. As mentioned before, 

building a CRM roadmap depends on the specific requirements of each company and the sector it is 

in, we recommend to these companies the usage of the defined stages of CRM implementation as a 

guide to better manage their customer relationships. In conclusion, we see that CRM can be 

developed through the right business strategy of management diffused throughout the organization, 

just like a blossoming flower cultivated under favourable conditions. 
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VII APPENDICES 

Appendix 1:  Interview Guide 

This interview guide is composed of three parts which are respectively e-mail interview 

questions, telephone interview questions and face-to-face interview questions. While preparing both 

email and telephone interview questions, the possible reactions of the respondents were considered. 

Based on the stage of the built relationship, the questions regarding business strategy of the target 

company were asked later during the telephone interviews. On the other hand, questions related to 

technology were asked only via e-mail to have a clear picture of the target company’s level of CRM 

usage before asking detailed questions.   

For face-to-face interviews, questions are asked differently according to the respondents. One 

interview with a salesman in Company X and one interview with the CRM Manager of Volvo Trucks 

Corporation were conducted. The questions asked for the salesman are only related to the 

organizational structure of framework of CRM implementation while the questions for CRM 

Manager include all stages of the framework. Besides that, as VTC is using CRM at organizational 

level and recommending it at dealer level, questions including both levels were asked in order to 

achieve a full view of CRM usage within the company. 

E-mail Interview Questions 

• Questions Regarding Organizational Structure 

Do you have a number of full-time employees working on CRM? 

• Questions Regarding Business Processes 

How do you update the database? 

How are you using the customer and machine database in order to plan marketing activities? 

What is the increase in sales, revenues and market share after the implementation of CRM? 

• Questions Regarding Technology 

Are you keeping customer and machine database?  

Which CRM software are you using? 
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Do you keep each database separately or you have only one database? 

Which factors influenced your company in choosing the mentioned CRM software? 

How long have you been using the CRM system? 

• Questions Regarding All Concepts 

What problems have you faced during CRM implementation? 

Telephone Interview Questions 

• Questions Regarding Business Strategy 

What are your CRM vision and strategy?  

Do you have specific business objectives regarding CRM in sales, after sales, rental, and other 

departments? 

• Questions Regarding Organizational Structure 

How many people work on CRM in your company? 

Who is responsible of entering the data in the system? 

How and how often do you contact your targeted customers to update your database? 

How do you motivate sales and after sales employees to have more contacts with customers? 

While planning marketing activities do sales and after sales department collaborate with each 

other? How do they coordinate the activities between each other? 

• Questions Regarding Business Processes 

Do you record prospective customers in your database? 

Which kind of data regarding customers and machines do you record? 

After building an updated database, which of the customer attributes do you use to propose 

special offers to the customers?  

What machine attributes do you use to propose special offers to the customers? 
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Who is responsible of launching and following-up marketing activities?  

What positive use do you make of the machine population and customer database for 

management purposes? 

Could you specify the benefits you get from CRM for marketing campaigns?  

How do you measure the results of marketing activities? 

• Questions Regarding All Concepts 

What factors influenced you to start CRM Implementation?  

What do you think are the key factors to bring success in CRM Implementation? 

Face-to-Face Interview Questions 

  - Interview Questions for Salesman of Company X 

• Questions Regarding Organizational Structure 

How do you track down customer and machine data? What kind of data regarding customers 

and machines do you record? 

Do you record prospective customers in your database? 

Did you get any training about the system and orientation regarding CRM? 

Are you working proactively in calling the customers? 

How and how often do you contact your target customers to update your database? 

How do you get motivated by the management to make more customer contacts? 

How do you coordinate activities with marketing department in order to contact target 

customers? 

How do you benefit from the database to organize schedule for customer visits and how often 

(per week) do you organize them depending on the database? 

How do you share the database with after sales department to collaborate? 
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What are the top three problems you faced during the CRM implementation? 

 

- Interview Questions for the CRM Manager of VOLVO Trucks 

• Questions Regarding VOLVO Trucks’ Dealers 

How does VOLVO Trucks support the CRM implementation of its dealers? 

What is the attitude of VOLVO Trucks’ dealers towards sharing their database with other 

dealer and the head quarter? 

•  Questions Regarding Business Strategy  

What are your CRM vision and strategy?  

Do you have specific business objectives regarding CRM in sales, after sales, rental, and other 

departments? 

• Questions Regarding Organizational Structure 

Do you have a number of full-time employees working on CRM? 

Who is responsible of entering the data in the system? 

How and how often do you contact your targeted customers to update your database? 

How do you motivate sales and after sales employees to have more contacts with customers? 

While planning marketing activities do sales and after sales department collaborate with each 

other? How do they coordinate the activities between each other? 

• Questions Regarding Business Processes  

Do you record prospective customers in your database? 

Which kind of data regarding customers and machines do you record? 

How do you update the database? 
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After building an updated database, which of the customer attributes do you use to propose 

special offers to the customers?  

What machine attributes do you use to propose special offers to the customers? 

Who is responsible of launching and following-up marketing activities?  

What positive use do you make of the machine population and customer database for 

management purposes? 

Could you specify the benefits you get from CRM for marketing campaigns?  

How do you measure the results of marketing activities? 

• Questions Regarding Technology 

Are you keeping customer and machine database?  

Which CRM software are you using? 

Do you keep each database separately or you have only one database? 

Which factors influenced your company in choosing the mentioned CRM software? 

How long have you been using the CRM system? 

• Questions Regarding All Concepts  

What factors influenced you to start CRM Implementation?  

What problems have you faced during CRM implementation? 

What do you think are the key factors to bring success in CRM Implementation? 
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Appendix 2:  Observation Check List 

Things to look into in the workshop: 

• How does the workshop look like? 

• How do employees (salesmen and after sales men) enter the customer and machine data in 

CRM software? 

• How long does it take to input the data into the system? 

• What kind of difficulties do the employees encounter while entering the data in CRM 

software? 

• Do the sales and after sales men possess the right skills related to CRM process in order to 

enter data in the system? 

• How do sales and after sales men collaborate with each other when entering the customer and 

machine data? 

• Who is checking the entered customer and machine data at the end of the day? 

• How is the CRM Manager leading and motivating the team members to work together? 
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Appendix 3: Pictures from Zeppelin Baumaschinen GmbH’s CRM System 
 

 

 

 


